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Abstract. The recent advancements in Internet of Things (IoT) technology and 

the increasing amount of sensing devices that collect and/or generate massive 

sensor data streams enhances the use of streaming analytics for providing time-

ly and meaningful insights. The current paper proposes a framework for sup-

porting streaming analytics in edge-cloud computational environment for logis-

tics operations in order to maximize the potential value of IoT technology. The 

proposed framework is demonstrated in a real-life scenario of a large transpor-

tation asset in the aviation sector. 

Keywords: data analytics, machine learning, predictive maintenance, aviation. 

1 Introduction 

Having an expected economic impact of $2.7 to $6.2 trillion in 2025 [1], Internet of 

Things (IoT) has already started to have a crucial role in every aspect of production, 

logistics and transportation operations [2,3]. Among others, a promising application 

deals with logistics operations, which usually consist of low value-added activities 

combined with a high degree of manual work. High information visibility achieved by 

real-time data processing has the potential to allow improved decision making and 

thus, increased efficiency and responsiveness [3]. The use of technologies for real-

time condition monitoring and streaming data analytics for fleet maintenance can lead 

to optimization of maintenance costs, vehicle availability, operational efficiency, and 

lifetime [4]. Although the use of IoT technologies in public transportation is a well-

studied area, the transportation means of manufacturing or product assets to mainte-

nance providers are subject to different processes within the supply chain. Such op-

erations pose significant challenges to the scheduling and planning decisions of the 

maintenance service providers. The current paper proposes a framework for support-

ing streaming analytics in edge-cloud computational environment for logistics opera-
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tions in order to maximize the potential value of IoT technology. It consists of three 

main components: SENSE for data acquisition and edge analytics, DETECT & 

PREDICT for cloud analytics, and DECIDE for actions planning. The rest of the pa-

per is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly presents the key enabling technologies 

of the proposed framework. Section 3 described the proposed framework, while Sec-

tion 4 demonstrates a case study from the aviation sector. Section 5 concludes the 

paper and presents our plans for future work. 

2 Key Enabling Technologies 

2.1 Streaming Analytics 

The fast development of IoT promotes an enormous amount of sensing devices that 

collect and/or generate massive sensor data streams over time for a wide range of 

fields and applications [5]. Data streams, i.e. sequences of unbounded tuples generat-

ed continuously in time, open new perspectives for extracting meaningful and timely 

insights from data-in-motion through streaming analytics (e.g. detect anomalies, pre-

dict future insights, make decisions) [1,5]. By bringing streaming data analytics closer 

to the source of data (i.e. IoT devices or edge devices) the need for data parallelism 

and incremental processing is less sensible as the size of the data in the source allows 

it to be processed rapidly. However, bringing fast analytics on IoT devices introduces 

its own challenges such as limitation of computing, storage, and power resources at 

the source of data [1]. 

2.2 Edge and Cloud Computing 

Cloud computing enables ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a 

shared pool of configurable computing resources that can be rapidly provisioned and 

released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction [6]. With the 

growing volume of data generated at the logical extremes of the network, and the fact 

that network bandwidth is not scaling at the same speed as with computing power, 

data mitigation is becoming a bottleneck constraining the cloud computing paradigm 

for delay-sensitive IoT services [7]. Consequently, data must be processed at the edge 

of the network for shorter response times, more efficient processing and significantly 

less network pressure [8]. Edge computing refers to the computation at the logical 

extremes of the network, enabling the conversion of raw signals to contextually rele-

vant information in proximity of the data source [7]. 

3 The Proposed Framework for Streaming Analytics in Edge-

Cloud Environment 

The proposed framework aims at supporting streaming analytics in edge-cloud com-

putational environment for logistics operations in order to maximize the potential 
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value of IoT technology. It consists of three main components, described in the fol-

lowing sections: SENSE for data acquisition and edge analytics, DETECT & 

PREDICT for cloud analytics, and DECIDE for actions planning. 

3.1 SENSE for Data Acquisition and Edge Analytics 

SENSE performs data acquisition and edge analytics. It has two main levels denoted 

“SENSEcore” and “SENSEnode”, as shown in Fig. 1. Table 1 provides a summary of 

the hardware specifications. 

 

Fig. 1. (a) SENSE connections; (b) SENSE subcomponents. 

Table 1. SENSEcore technical specifications. 

Product Specification Technical Information 

Processor/ Architecture i.MX 6Quad / ARM Cortex-A9 

Clock Frequency 4 x 1 GHz 

Memory 
1 GB DDR3 RAM 64 Bit, 1 GB NAND Flash, 16 

MB NOR, 4 kB EEPROM 

Hardware Interfaces 

 Ethernet: 1 x 10/100/1000 Mbits/s 

 USB 

 Serial: 1 x RS232 

 CAN Bus 

 I2C, 2 x SPI, UART, JTAG, SATA 

Power Supply 12-24 V 

Wireless Connectivity 802.11 WLAN (WiFi) / Bluetooth 

Operating System Linux 4.1.36 

 

The SENSEcore is one unit per monitored asset and consolidates all data from this 

asset. It also adds metadata for the integration of the asset data with the context mod-

el. It allows for performing edge data analysis and state detection and forwards the 

information set to the cloud.  

The SENSEnode firmware acquires data from motion sensors (e.g. accelerometer, 

gyroscope, magnetometer), environment sensors (e.g. barometric pressure, humidity, 

light intensity, air temperature), etc. at a fixed sampling rate. The acquired raw data is 

processed on the sensor controller of the SENSEnode to derive measurable physical 
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quantities - e.g. raw value from accelerometer is processed to get acceleration in G's. 

These processed values are then converted from floating point to fixed point format in 

order to reduce the data bytes required to be persisted. The data is then mapped to a 

timestamp and persisted on a SD card. Each node captures and pre-processes specific 

sensor data from the asset and forwards this dataset to the SENSEcore unit.  

Once data acquisition from the SENSEnodes is complete, the forwarding of the da-

ta to the cloud is facilitated by a data parsing script. The data parser reads the persist-

ed data in and converts fixed point sensor values to floating point values. Then the 

sensor data along with device identification, sensor type and the measured physical 

quantity are batch uploaded to the cloud InfluxDB (in line format) as batches of 2,000 

sensor data points. 

3.2 DETECT & PREDICT for Cloud Analytics  

DETECT & PREDICT performs cloud analytics in order to: (i) detect the current 

condition of the monitored asset and identify abnormal behaviors by continuously 

processing sensor data streams; and, (ii) estimate remaining useful life and predict 

future states. It has been developed using the OpenJDK 10 and it is deployed with an 

application server like Tomcat as the underlying server structure. 

At design time, the user (data scientist) uses the following functionalities: (i) Con-

nection to sensor data streams and definition of queries: The component has access to 

a time-series DB (based on InfluxDB) including discrete measurement points and 

additional meta-information describing the sensor stream, such as “location”, “instal-

lation point”, “reference to a technical equipment”, “type”, etc. Based on this connec-

tion, it provides the capability to define queries on the data streams using detection 

and prediction algorithms from various libraries. The query may provide a list of ap-

plicable sensor streams for a later analysis based on the provided meta-data, and a 

subset of the data within each previously selected sensor stream, e.g. based on a time 

range; (ii) Engineering,  instantiation and deployment of calculation flows: The com-

ponent provides a web-based interface in which the algorithms of the toolbox are 

orchestrated through the use of calculation flows, which can be considered similar to 

flowchart-based workflows, in order to be linked to continuous data streams and pro-

cess them to more aggregated information.  The component gives the opportunity to 

establish rules which define time- or event-based triggers for the later deployment. 

 At runtime, the component performs deployment, monitoring and persistent stor-

age of calculation flows in order to collect the latest required data by executing the 

queries, execute the algorithms defined by the calculation flow and monitor the calcu-

lation flows. The outputs are communicated through an event message broker 

(Apache Kafka) for further processing. 

3.3 DECIDE for Actions Planning 

DECIDE implements a prescriptive analytics approach [9] in order to provide proac-

tive recommendations and plans about optimal actions by receiving streams of predic-

tions about future states (e.g. failures) through the event message broker.  
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 At design time, the user (domain expert) inserts proactive decision rules, i.e. rules 

that correlate sets of predicted failure modes with sets of (alternative) proactive ac-

tions along with their parameters, in order to create the knowledge base (implemented 

with Drools Rule Engine). At runtime, the real-time predictions are received through 

subscription to prediction message topics and feed into the inference engine which 

retrieves and fires the related rules from the working memory associated with the 

knowledge base. On this basis, the proactive decision making functionality, imple-

mented as a Kafka Topology and incorporating  the Brown-UMBC Reinforcement 

Learning and Planning (BURLAP) library, embeds reinforcement learning algorithms 

in order to jointly minimize the maintenance costs and maximize the positive human 

feedback over the generated recommended actions.  

The recommendations are accompanied with explainable graphs that visualize the 

decision model and the resulting policy. The recommended actions are either ap-

proved or rejected by the operator according to their knowledge, experience and pref-

erence. This human feedback is taken into account in two ways: (a) The approved 

actions formulate the actions plan to be followed once the vehicle arrives for mainte-

nance; (b) It is taken into account in order to perform policy shaping and adapt the 

decision models for building optimized human-machine collaborations. 

4 Case Study in Maintenance Service Logistics of Aviation 

The proposed framework was validated in FFT Produktionssysteme GmbH & Co. 

KG, a company with core business, among others, the design, realization and mainte-

nance of production systems in aerospace industry. Typical maintenance projects 

include both fixed (stationary production equipment, test rigs) and mobile assets (jigs 

and tools, transportation jigs). The case under consideration deals with the mainte-

nance of mobile assets, which are subjected to a wide range of external influences 

affecting their condition, while they are maintained on geographically dispersed loca-

tions. Specifically, the type of mobile asset is a large transportation jig for major air-

craft wing shells (Wing Upper Cover Transportation Jig - WUCTJ) (Fig. 2). It con-

sists of a steel structure (the main jig) and an associated light-weight roof component 

(Top Weather Protection) made from aluminum profiles. It is 40m long with an empty 

weight of around 2,350 kg and is designed to transport wing covers of a commercial 

aircraft between plants of a transnational manufacturer in Germany and the United 

Kingdom. During its journey, the asset is moved by different means of transportation 

on land, water, and air (by Airbus Beluga).  

All these environments impose different kinds of stress on the asset. For example, 

since the cargo hold of the Beluga transport aircraft is not pressurized or air-

conditioned, the transportation jig is subjected to extreme temperatures (-60 to  

+50 °C) additionally to a multitude of loads, shocks and weather influences. There are 

many situations where damages can occur (e.g. mishandling of the asset during the 

loading and unloading between different transportation modes). However, FFT, as the 

manufacturer and maintenance provider of the transportation asset, will see such 

damages only at the end of a transportation cycle and then, urgent repair activities will 
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need to be applied. Due to the fact that both production and logistics schedules can be 

significantly affected by the availability and plannability for transportation jig de-

ployment, there is high benefit of having comprehensive condition information and 

proactive meaningful insights for maintenance operations of the jig. 

 

 

Fig. 2. The transportation jig during loading at the Airbus Beluga. 

 

Fig. 3. Real-time monitoring of the jig. 

The SENSE component of the proposed framework acquires and pre-processes 

sensor data related to GPS location, temperature, humidity, gyroscope, acceleration, 

magnitude and light. To do this, ten SENSEnodes have been applied to the jig. Fig. 3 
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shows example graphs of the condition monitoring, as well as the map showing the 

drive and the current location of the jig. Then, the DETECT & PREDICT component 

implements an outlier detection algorithm in order to identify abnormal frequencies 

and amplitudes that lead to predictions about failure modes. Fig. 4 depicts an example 

of a pattern that, according to the stored predictive analytics models, leads to a predic-

tion of the failure mode “Crack of the light-weight frame”. Based on this trigger, the 

DECIDE component generates the recommendation “Re-welding of light-weight 

frame” along with the explainable visualization of the decision model shown in Fig. 

5a. Upon user approval, the action is inserted to the maintenance plan (Fig. 5b), and 

the decision model is updated accordingly. 

 

Fig. 4. Outlier detection of the jig health status. 

 

Fig. 5. (a) Explainable visualization of decision making; (b) Maintenance plan. 

In order to perform a preliminary evaluation of the proposed framework on the 

process improvements, we performed simulations involving a typical WUCTJ 

transport cycle based upon the methodology described in [10]. Specifically, discrete 

event simulations were performed and compared under an “as-is” and a “to-be” sce-

nario, using ARENA simulation software. The results showed, among others, that the 

“to-be” scenario has about half the Non-Value Added Cost (49,052 instead of 107,523 
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Euro), while its “efficiency gain” is more than double comparing to the “as-is”. This 

translates to less risk of production blocking events and the possibility to increase 

capacity utilization of the assets. The proposed framework was also evaluated by the 

domain experts with respect to its initially defined stakeholder requirements.  

5 Conclusions and Future Work 

In this paper, we proposed a framework for supporting streaming analytics in edge-

cloud computational environment for logistics operations. The framework consists of 

three components: SENSE for data acquisition and edge analytics, DETECT & 

PREDICT for cloud analytics, and DECIDE for actions planning. It was validated in a 

case study of a transportation jig in the aerospace industry. In our future work, we 

plan to further validate our approach in additional use cases, as well as to take ad-

vantage of legacy data analytics that represent different levels of information.  
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